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THE 23RD UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSE~IBLY 

I. Introduction 

The Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia will be 
the dominant theme of the gene ral debate at the 23rd 
Genera l Ass embly, which opens on September 24. The Soviets 
would like to swe e p the matter under the rug, but will surely 
react to criticism coming from a wide spectrum of countries 
by trying to divert attention with issues such as Viet-Nam 
and to reduce any discussion of Czechoslovakia to simple 
colcl \·Ja r terms. We can expect stride nt polemics on con
tent" ous inte rnational problems. 

Althoug h the situation in the Middle East remains a 
major problem, efforts to move toward a settlement will 
tak place on the margin of the Assembly in the form of 
negoti a tion s by Ambassador Jarring with the Arab and Israeli 
Foreign Ministers in New York at the beginning of the session. 
There will be a full debate on disarmament issues, but we 
do not exp e ct any major initiatives or significant achiev -
ments. Discussion of Viet-Nam should be somewhat moderated 
by a desjrc to avoid complicating the Paris tall's on that 
subj ct. There will be a desire to extend UN humanitarian 
assistance to the peopl s of Nig ria, despite African sen
sitivities over outside interv ntion in the Nigerian civil 

war. 

This will not be a historic G ncral Assembly. The 
time is c]carly not right for major new proposals for 
int rnational cooperation. In the fields of international 
economic and scientific development and in d:lsarrnament 
there will be no outstandino new initiatives, though there 
may be some serious, r alistic s ocktaking as well as much 
incons qucntial comme nt. There is nev rtheless some scope 
for constructiv movement on lesser matters of world concern. 
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II. Maior Issues 
' 

A. Czechoslovakia 

On this subject, we fully intend to use the forum 
of the General Debate to concentrate the weight of the 
member ' opprobrium on the Soviets. Our basic problem will 
be to maintain the psychological pressure in ways that give 
the Soviets the least scope for defending themselves. The 
Soviets will of course attempt to deflect attention by 
counteraLtacks on other issues (German "revanchism", Viet-Nam, 
and the Middle East) and generally will try to place Czech 
events in a cold war context in hopes of siJencing the non
align d countries that have so far been willing to criticize 
Soviet intervention. 

In determining what actions the Asser:ibly might take 
cone .rning Czechoslovakia, there are at least three perti
nent considerations for the U.S.: what would be helpful 
to the Czechs, what would keep world attention focused on 
the Soviet intervention, and what course of action would 
deter further Soviet adventures. On this basis, and 
bearing in mind the possibility of further developments 
inside Czechoslovakia before or during the session, we see 
four possible alternatives for General Assembly action on 
the Cz ch question: 

(1) First, a specific agendn item on Czechoslovakia 
and an Assclt1bly resolution calling for immediate withdra\val 
of Soviet forces. 

(2) Second, a carefully phras d agenda item oriented 
to Europe which could serve to focus attention on the Czech 
question without specifically mentioning Czechoslovakia, 
while limiting Soviet ability lo exploit non-Europ an issues 
as a diversion. 

(3) Third, a more broadly phrased agenda item calling, 
for example, on all states everywhere to refrain from inter
ferenc in the affnirs of others. This would presumably 
gain the greatest support for inscription, but would also 
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b e most difficult to steer toward the adoption of a meaning
ful resolution. It would give the greatest scope for Soviet 
c ountcrattaclrs and major debates on issues such as the 
Middle East and Viet-Nam. 

(4) Fourth, avoiding a separate agenda item and instead 
concentrating our pressures on the Soviets in the general 
debate as well as in the discussion of every item relevant 
to the Soviets ' misconduct--for example, those dealing with 
freedom of information, human rishts, non-intervention , 
anti-colonialism, and friendly relations between states . 

We have made soundings among delegations in New York 
and elsewhere to gauge the degree of interest in effective 
handling of the Czech question . Ambassador Ball and 
Assistant Secretary Sisco discussed this matter in the 
North Atlantic Council where they found great caution 
regarding the inscription of an item . The Latin Americans 
have similar reservations , as do Yugoslavia and Romania . 
The prospects thus are not good for a special agenda item 
centered on Czechoslovakia, unless the situation there 
det riorates sharply. 

B. The Middle East 

The Arab-Isra li dispute in all its facets will be 
air <l with customary polemics during the debate on the 
annual r porl of UNI \vA ( the Palestine refug e assistance 
organization) . UNP\TA ' s mandate expires in June 1969 , 
and decisions regarding the future of the refugee relief 
organization \vi)] th refore have to be talren. In the end, 
we .xpect that UN \vA' s m:-indat will be continued \vithout 
substantial change for a period of three to five y ars . 
UNP\TA is doing an effective job of caring for the refugees , 
and its dissolution, in the absence of a peaceful sett l e
ment, \·1ould only complica tc present efforts to achieve 
peace and would add to instability in the ar a . 
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.· ._ · The real center of action, however, will be off 
stage, where we hope the gathering of Foreign Ministers 
will provide the occasion for serious substantive dis
cussions between the Arabs and the Israelis throuoh 

0 

Ambassador Jarring, the Secretary-General ' s special 
representative. We continue to believe that a practicable 
Middle East settlement in the end must be basecl on the 
principles contained in the President ' s address of June 19 
1967 and the Security Council r .esolution of November 22. 
In short, the parties must be persuaded to engage in 
good-faith exchanges of views looking toward withdrawal 
of Israeli forces in the context of a real peace recog
nizing Israel's right to live , innocent maritime passage 
for its vessels in Suez and Tiran, and justice for the 
refugees. Given the increasing terrorism and violence 
in the area, there can be no certainty that Jarring will 
make any progress . If he fails to do so, the matter will 
again revert to the Security Council where the U. S. will 
face a very difficult situation . 

C. Nigeria 

The humanitarian aspects of the Nigerian situation 
will be aired in the General D2bate and under 

' 

human rights items . How.ever , a specific agenda item on 
this matter is likely to face African opposition , since the 

Africans fear that any consideration would inevitably infringe 
upon the political aspects Qf the problem. The recent 
summit meeting o.C the Organization of African Unity (OAU) 
clearly opposed UN involvement on the political aspects . 
Because of the sensitive politjcal issues of secession and 
civil war, the African states continue to want to deal with 
the issue as an African matter \Jithin the OAU. A specific 
agenda item limited to the humanitarian aspects is doubtful . 
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\Te do not expect significant fresh initiativ"'s on 
disarr.1ament in the _ ssembly, which after a full debate \·!ill 
probahly refer most resolu~ions to the Geneva Eighteen- ~atio1 
Disarmament Committee (ENDC) for more specific discussion. 
The Non-Nuclear Conference (NNC) at Geneva has--as expected-
considered a number of harr~: ful proposals bearing very directly 
upon Western security and use of our nuclear deterrent for 
individual and collective defensive purposes. The Conferen~c 
has also gene rated unhelpful demands for creation of new 
international bodies to administer peaceful uses of nuclear 
nergy. Pc believe iL \.iould not be possible to create ne\·J 

bodies as effective or as well organized as the existing 
structure of the International Atomic Energy Agency. The 
Conference is also flirting with unrealistic proposals for 
peaceful nuclear (Plowshare ) explosives; ironclad guarantees 
for assurances against nuclear attack or threats; and sweep
ing commitments for nuclear disarmament. 

Even though the NNC lacks focus and expertise , many 
of its members seem nevertheless determined to perpetuate 
the conference by having it meet every year or two. We 
strongly oppose continuation of the conference after it 
concludes this month, convinced that it is far better to have 
arms control discussions carried on in the General Assembly, 
and in the ENDC, wher both nuclear and non-nuclear powers 
are well r presented by relatively expert personnel . 

In addition to dealing with the results of the NNC , the 
General Ass mbly will have before it the report of the E1DC 
as w 11 as a last-minute Soviet disarm1ment item quoting in full 
an earlier Soviet memorandum loaded with propaganda. Unfor
tunately, the ov rs ha do ·.1i11e inf] uence of the Czecl: crisis \vill 
hamper Soviet-American cooperation of the type which produced 
the Non- Pr liferation Treaty and which could · lead to nego
tiations. to limit strat 8ic nuclear delivery systems . 
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E. Seabeds 

For the second time, the Assembly will be consider-
ing ways in which, through international cooperation, the 
deep ocean floor can be exploited for peaceful purposes and 
in the common interest. Last month, the UN Ad Hoc Committee 
on the Seabeds appointed last year concluded its work with 
a report outlining the problems in this area and highlight
ing the deep differences of opinion which must be overcome 
if deep seabed development is to take place in an orderly 
and beneficial way. Our long term objectives are support 
for the U.S.-sponsored International Decade of Ocean Explora
tion; an acceptable statement of legal principles to govern 
the exploration and use of the deep seabed; and a sound and 
verifiable agreement to b~:n nuclear \,1eapons from the deep 
seabed, We will attempt to persuade General Assembly 
members that proceeding through consensus rather than 
numerical majorities is the only alternative to a basic 
split bet\Jeen underdev loped and advanced countries which 
would frustrate the whole exercise. This will mean that very 
little progress will be made this year; the work will be 
carried on in a continuing Assembly committee . 

F . Southern Africa 

The situation in southern Africa will continue to 
occupy much of the As,cmbly ' s time and to dC'mand difficult 
decisions. On Southern Rhodesia and South West Africa we 
have reached the point where there is little room to maneuver . 
Measur ,s designed to persuade the white minori y regimes 
of the need for change have not succeeded and in fact have 
been und rcut bv Rhodesian and South African moves which 
make a peaceful. solution of these problems all but impossible 

in the foreseeable future. 

The Africans can be expec cd to press to have the 
General Assembly call for adoption by the Security Council 
of punitive conomic measures against South Africa and 
Portugal for violation of Security Council r solutions 
imposing sanctions Dgninst Southern Rhodesia . Similarly , t he 
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Afric~ns will want the Assembly to call upon the Security 
Council to use economic and military sanctions to force 
South Africa to hand over administration of South West 
Africa to the United Nations. 

We arc prepared to support the implementation of mea
sures alr ady in effect while discouraging in~ractical 
proposals. We cannot condone §__partbeid, but we cannot 
agree to extending sanctions. We will continue to urge 
South Africa to explore \·Jith us and with the United rJations 
the means to move the South West African and Southern 
Rhode~ian questions onto more productive ground. 

The continued disarray on the Chinese mainland, 
Peking's role in Viet Nam, the divisions among the Communist 
countries, and the ab8ence of any rnarl·cd improvement in 
Communjst China ' s relations abroad have contributed to a 
lack of nlhusiasm among influential members for Pe1·ing ' s 
admission. All signs point toward a repeat performance 
in the General Assembly ' s handling of this issue this 
year . The usual agenda item has been introduced calling 
for the xpulsion of the Republic of China and the seating 
of Chinese Communists. We expect that a resolution to 
this effect will again be defeated, after the Assembly has 
reaffirmed that this issue is an important question re
quiring a two-thirds vote. We sec no indication that the 
Assembly will favor Lhe resolution setting up et study 
committee on this question, which has been reject d by the 

last t\·]O Assemblies. 
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